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Introduction
Graphical methods for display of data and as computational devices have a long history (Fienberg 1979) ; with the ready availability of high-speed computers these applications have been magnified manyfold, the greatest impact being in the analysis of large data sets and of multivariate data. The field of nonparametric statisticst has been a particularly fertile place for graphical methods to flourish. Many of the early methods were designed to simplify computation of such statistics as an estimate of centre of symmetry (the median of all the sample midranges) or the sample value of Kendall's tau, both of which are relatively tedious to calculate otherwise, even from small samples. More recently, powerful statistical techniques based on the sample distribution function utilise graphical displays both for informal and formal inference about underlying models, for example Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968) , Doksum (1977) , to elucidate the nature of association between variables (Taguri et al., 1976) , and to highlight the structure of multivariate distributions (Tukey & Tukey, 1981) .
In this paper, we survey the range of graphical methods used in nonparametric statistics, and illustrate many of them. The descriptions of the methods in the next section are categorized as follows: ? 2.1 Two-sample procedures, (i) Location difference, (ii) Scale difference, (iii) Location and scale difference, other two-sample comparisons, general difference; ? 2.2 One-sample symmetry procedures, (i) Centre of symmetry, (ii) General assessment of symmetry; ? 2.3 Association and regression procedures, (i) Association, (ii) 2 Survey of graphical procedures
Two-sample procedures
The class of procedures to be discussed can be divided conveniently into two groups, those designed for a particular estimate or test (e.g. the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon estimate of location shift), and those which are of more general applicability (P-P, Q-Q and H-H plots, the pair chart, and confidence procedure based on the shift function). All discussion of the latter group will be given in ? 2.1(iii), although they are relevant to ? 2.1(i), (ii).
The two random samples will be denoted by X1, .. , X,, and Y1,... , Yn, drawn from underlying populations with distribution functions F and G respectively; the sample distribution functions are denoted by F, and G, respectively. The X-order statistics will be written as XI),. .. other to the y axis, as shown in This method was first proposed by Moses (1953) and subsequently reported by Moses (1965) , and is discussed in many places: Conover (1971) (which includes some discussion of the continuity assumption in relation to estimation), Daniel (1978) (Table 1) . Thus the value 3 in cell (4, 4) is the smallest of the 20 values in the 4 x 5 rectangle of which it is the bottom left-hand cell, and necessarily less than the values in the four other rectangles whose bottom left-hand cells are (3, 3), (6, 6), (7, 7) and (8, 8). The total number of distinct cells in these rectangles is 32. Hence 3 < 32nd largest value; similarly, 3 >~29th smallest value. By similar argument, 6 C 27th largest value, 6 > 35th smallest value, and 5 ~ 29th largest value, 5 3 32nd smallest value. We seek the 32nd and 33rd ordered values, which must lie in the range (3, 5), using the above inequalities and the fact that two 5's are already displayed. The only cells with possible values at least three but less than 5 are those labelled a, b, c, d, e and f; these values are 6, 6, 1, 4, 0 and 4 respectively. It is then easy to calculate that 4 is the 32nd ordered value, and hence that 5 is the 33rd. Similar calculations can be used to find the differences corresponding to the 95% confidence limits for 6. This tabular method was first published by Hoyland (1964) , and is also described by Lehmann (1975) ; after a little practice, it is simple and reasonably efficient to use.
To implement the third method of calculating 0w, mark the values of each sample along separate slips of paper as shown in Fig. 2 , together with a common reference mark (100 in Fig. 2) . Starting with the X slip completely to the right of the Y slip, move the Y slip gradually to the right, and add one (1) to a mental counter (initiallized at 0) each time a Y value moves past an X value. When the counter reaches 32 note the difference between the reference marks, and similarly when the counter reaches 33: the average of the differences is 0w. Alternatively, obtain the differences from the particular (Xi, Yj) pairs yielding the 32nd and 33rd counts. The differences required for a 95% confidence interval are similarly determined.
This method (perhaps as mechanical as it is graphical) was the one proposed by Hodges & Lehmann (1963) in which the family of Hodges-Lehmann estimators was introduced. It can also be used as a way of approximating the Hodges-Lehmann estimate based on the two-sample normal scores test.
Note that there is a fourth method of computing •w: in ? 2.2 below, Tukey's method of computing the Wilcoxon estimate of the median of a symmetric distribution is described. It can easily be adapted to a method of computing Ow.
Before discarding the slips of paper so carefully prepared above, one may with negligible effort perform Tukey's 'quick, compact, two-sample test to Duckworth's specification' (Tukey A1959t). The test requires that the smallest and largest observations among X, . . (ii) Scale difference. Let (01, a,) and (02, a2) be pairs of location (median) and scale parameters for the populations underlying the two samples and suppose that G(x) = F( (2 -01)+ 02) F((x -0)/A) say. The Hodges-Lehmann estimates of A (the ratio of scale parameters) based on the Ansari-Bradley test, the Siegel-Tukey test and Sukhatme's test, were studied by Bhattacharyya (1977), who presented a graphical method for their computation. As an example, we illustrate the method for the Ansari-Bradley estimate A (see below) for the data on two methods of determining total serum iron bonding capacity (Table 2) (n = 10) Source: Table 3 Table 3 , and were also used by Shorack.) Construct the set of intersections (Xi, Yj) as in The first use of Q-Q plots for comparing two independent samples appears to be in the paper by Lorenz (1905) ; a detailed analysis of their properties is given by Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968) , Gerson (1975) and Gnanadesikan (1977) . Briefly, a roughly linear plot suggests that the underlying random variables have the same distribution, apart from possible location or scale differences: such differences may be estimated using the intercept and slope of the 'line of best fit'. Typically, Q-Q plots are rather more sensitive to differences between F and G in the tails of the distributions than in the centres, for random variables with infinite ranges. This is because the quantile is a rapidly changing function of p where the density is sparse (Wilk & Gnanadesikan, 1968, p. 5; Gerson, 1975 In practice, to perform a Q-Q plot we select a set of probability levels 0< pi < ... < pk <1 and identify the corresponding order statistics, i.e. quantiles, (X[Empi+, YEnpi+1]) for Generally speaking, probability plots (P-P or Q-Q) can be influenced considerably by the vagaries of random sampling for sample sizes much less than 30, so any inferences based on plots with substantially fewer data would be very tenuous. To a degree, then, this applies to the next example. Figure 6 illustrates the use of a Q-Q plot for the data in Table 4 , consisting of scores on a psychological test administered to a sample of people with uncontrollable cancer and to another sample with controllable cancer. There is no strong suggestion of departure of the plot from linearity, although a 'best-fitting' straight line through the origin does not quite have slope 1 (compare with the P-P plot of the same data, discussed below).
Plots based on cumulative probabilities have been in use at least as far back as Hazen (A1914) for purposes of assessing goodness of fit (see also Hazen, A1930). Again, detailed discussion of P-P plots is given by Wilk & Gnanadesikan and by Gerson. By way of contrast with Q-Q plots, any departure from the hypothesis F = G will be manifested in the P-P plot as a nonlinear appearance of the plot. Further, because of the constraints that the plot begins at (0, 0) and ends at (1, 1), it is much more sensitive to differences between F and G in their centres rather than in their tails. The way in which certain sorts of differences (i.e. location/scale differences) can manifest themselves in a P-P plot is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which is based on similar plots of Quade (1973) . Figure 7 shows the Table 4 is shown in Fig. 8 . Note that the large gaps on the right-hand side of the plot are due to between-sample ties: if the plot is positioned at (x,, y,) after plotting i points, and mo X's are tied with no Y's at this stage of the sequence, the next point is plotted as (x, + mo/m, y, + no/n). Possible differences between F and G in the centres, which were not well-highlighted in the Q-Q plot, are shown up rather strikingly here (again, with the slightly undersized samples discounting the strength of the inference).
In practice, it is advisable to adjust the two data sets for location and scale differences (e.g. by subtracting the sample median and dividing by the interquartile range, for each sample) before performing the P-P plot, since location/scale differences are manifested satisfactorily in Q-Q plots, and may conceal other effects in P-P plots. For the example used in Figs. 6 and 8, however, the Q-Q plot reveals very little location or scale difference. As a result, the P-P plot of the adjusted samples is essentially the same as that for the unadjusted samples, suggesting that there is some other qualitative difference between (the middles of) the two populations.
Friedman & Rafsky (1979, A1979, 1981) have used minimal spanning trees to produce P-P plots to compare two multivariate samples; they also show that multivariate generalizations of Q-Q plots along these lines are impracticable. Wilk & Gnanadesikan discuss 'hybrid' (P-Q) plots and plots based on other functions of the sample distribution functions and quantiles. Note that P-Q plots have been used by Gnanadesikan & Gupta (A1970) to investigate the goodness-of-fit of a given distribution in terms of the accuracy at various sample quantiles, and by Fowlkes (A1979) to examine a sample for the presence of a mixture of two normal distributions. Associated uses in nonparametric statistics may well exist, but P-Q plots have not been used in this field.
The pair chart is a slight modification of the P-P plot, the difference being that the jump or shift with each new plotting point is the same unit amount (rather than being 1/m or 1/n). Thus if m = n, a pair chart is just a P-P plot. A pair chart is more useful in calculating several two-sample test statistics; otherwise there seems little difference between them. The uses of the pair chart, as described by Quade (1973) , are both descriptive and computational. We have already seen how certain sorts of departure from F = G may be manifested in a P-P plot (Fig. 7) : the same is true for the pair chart.
The pair chart for the cancer data is shown in Fig. 9 . The shaded rectangles correspond to between-sample ties in the data, with the perimeters of each rectangle indicating the extremes of possible paths derived from different orderings of the tied observations. If the plot for each of these sections is defined as the diagonal of the rectangle, graphical The introduction of the pair chart is attributed by Quade to Drion (1952), who used it to enumerate the probability distribution of D,,mn when m = n, and also to obtain a partial solution to the problem of estimating the probability that one sample distribution function lies entirely above another. Gibbons (1971) describes a recursive method proposed by Hodges (1958) for evaluating the probability level of an observed Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. A brief description of the pair chart and its application to computing D,,n is given by Daniel (1978) .
As a development of Q-Q plots, the concept of a shift (or treatment effect) function for the difference between two populations has been exploited by several authors Switzer, 1976 fact a constant (0), X and Y are said to have proportional hazards: this implies that HG(t) = OH,(t) and hence that G*(t) = {F*(t)}e.
(t) = pr (X> t) and G*(t) = pr (Y> t), and respective cumulative hazard functions HF(t) = -In F*(t) and HG(t)= -In G*(t). The associated hazard functions are hF(t)= dHFIdt, hG(t)= dHG/dt. Then the hazard ratio 0(t) is defined as h2(t)/hl(t), a quantity which will in general depend on time (t). If 0(t) is in
Methods based on plotting sample cumulative hazard functions were introduced and studied extensively by Nelson (A1969, 1970 Nelson (A1969, , 1972 , for situations in which censored data may be present or in which several 'modes of failure' are possible. Given two sets of failure data, with one set containing failures by modes not possible for the other, failures due to these modes can be deleted from the appropriate set, and the sets then compared via plots of their estimated cumulative hazard functions.
To examine the hypothesis of proportional hazards, on the basis of independent samples from two populations, the estimated cumulative hazard functions /HFm(t) and HG, (t) can be plotted against each other, rather than plotting each separately as a function of t. The graph of {H/F,(t), H,(t)} is known as an H-H plot, and was introduced by R. Fisher (1977 Fisher ( , 1983 ). Under a model of proportional hazards, the H-H plot will be approximated by the line y = Ox. In general, the asymptotic H-H plot has the property that the slope of the curve at any given value to is the hazard ratio associated with to.
As an example, consider the data in Table 6 The H-H plot of (-In F*(t), -In G*(t)) for the rat data is given in Fig. 12 ; based on this plot, the hypothesis of proportional hazards seems untenable. Note that the plot could have been effected equally well by plotting (F*(t), G*(t)) on log-log paper rotated through 1800 (R. Aalen ( Table 7 .
Mark the data along a horizontal axis and construct two sets of parallel lines, at 450 and 1350 to the axis, respectively, as shown in Fig. 13 
2(ii).
Jaeckel (1969) investigated a generalization of the Wilcoxon estimate, in which different midranges I(X, + X ) could be assigned different weights; the estimate is then that midrange in the ordered sequence for which the cumulated weights are nearest 1. This estimate is clearly readily computed using graphical procedures of the above type. Other plausible one-sample test statistics which are analogues of two-sample statistics and can easily be calculated from the P plot are discussed in ? 2.2(ii).
(ii) General assessment of symmetry. The discussion below parallels that in ? 2. 1(iii) on P-P and Q-Q plots and the shift function. Wilk & Gnanadesikan (1968) described a quantile plot (which we shall term a Q plot) obtained by plotting X(i) against X(,,,+-), for -oo< x <oo, where 0* is the true or estimated median. P plots complement Q plots as data-analytic tools in the same way as P-P plots complement Q-Q plots (N. Fisher, 1981), Q plots being more sensitive to departures for symmetry in the tails than in the middle, and vice versa for P plots. For unimodal distributions, a P plot of data from a symmetric distribution about a point which is not the true median behaves differently from a P plot of data from an asymmetric distribution (about any point, median or otherwise), as can be seen in Fig. 15 , and described in more detail by Fisher (1981) . If the underlying distribution is symmetric about, say, 0, then the asymptotic form of the P plot, that is, a for the same hypothesis requires identification of the points (x*, y*) and (x*, y*) on the path farthest below and above the diagonal respectively (Fig. 17) . From Figs. 16 and 17, Table 9 Effect on 22 matched pairs of delinquents of group therapy in terms of emotional and social adjustment, measured by difference in rating between treated and control in each pair. 850  960  880  890  890  740  940  880  810  840  900  960  880  810  780  1070  940  860  820  810  930  880  720  800  760  850  800  720  770  810  950  850  620  760  790  980  880  860  740  810  980  900  970  750  820  880  840  950  760  850  1000  830  880  910  870  980  790  910  920  870  930  810  850  890  810  650  880  870  860  740  760  880  840  880  810  810  830  840  720  940  1000  800  850  840  950  1000  790  840  850  800  960  760  840  850  810  960  800  840  780  870 Source: Table 6 (Table 11 ). Figure 20 . Representation of Spearman's rho. Data: distances travelled and times between release and capture for Skipjack tuna (Table 12) . Table 11 Life expectancies (in years) and per capita income (in US dollars) for 9 petroleum-exporting states (Table   14 ). suggests that the hypothesis of no association should be rejected at the 2.5% level.
-<i -<[in]. If we set F(x)= 1-F(-x) and F,(x) = 1-F,(-x), a Q plot corresponds to a Q-Q plot as described in ? 2.1(iii), with G, (x) F, (x). Assuming that the underlying distribution is symmetric about its median
Olmstead & Tukey discuss handling of ties, and extension of the technique to higher dimensions (joint association of several variables). Mood (1950) , Quenouille (1972) and Daniel (1978) also describe the test. Quenouille (1952 Quenouille ( , 1972 proposes a variety of graphical 'quick' tests to detect association (monotonic or otherwise) between X and Y: we illustrate two of them. A largesample procedure for detecting monotone association is illustrated in Fig. 23a . The data, given in Table 15 , consist of measurements of psychological test score and reciprocal Table 7 of Quenouille (1972) ), the hypothesis of independence is rejected. In Fig. 23b , there are 11 such sets, which for a sample size of 18 is significant at the 5% level (critical value = 12). We illustrate two techniques described by Daniel (1978) , using the data in Table 16 (Table 16 ). 
Miscellaneous procedures
In this section, we draw attention to relevant references in the Bibliography, without illustrating the methods.
(i) k sample procedures. Doksum (1977) gave an extension of the use of shift functions, ? 2.1(iii), to models in which one population could be regarded as a control or reference population with which the others (treatments) were to be compared. This work has been extended by Nair (1978) to situations in which all k populations are treated equally, and to models in which the samples have been randomly censored. Nair has also considered the special case of the differences between populations being just location/scale, making possible more efficient large-sample estimation.
A k-sample analogue of the pair chart, called the k-multiple chart, has been developed by Wakimoto (1981) 
General remarks
It is worth noting that most of the illustrations in this paper were hand-drafted with reasonable ease (although in somewhat less stylized form than that in which they appear here); hence, the methods of ?? 2.1(i), (ii), 2.2(iii) seem particularly useful for teaching purposes, being convenient methods of computation when a computer is not available. The useful correspondence between the two-sample location shift methods in ? 2.1(i) and the one-sample centre of symmetry methods in ? 2.2(i), ? 2.2, serves to highlight the fact that understanding the way a given graphical method works leads to better insight into the behaviour of the statistical procedure it illustrates. The pair chart in ? 2.1(iii) is an extremely versatile teaching aid, covering descriptive analysis and a variety of tests; to a lesser extent this also applies to the P plot, ? 2.2(ii). For more advanced students, the P-P and Q-Q plots in ? 2.1(iii) and the Q plots in ? 2.2(ii) can be employed. The computational methods for Kendall's tau and Spearman's rho in ?2.3(i), and for simple linear regression in ? 2.3(ii) may well be of teaching value. Finally, the paper by Hettmansperger & McKean (1974) which is mentioned several times in the review, illustrates the relationship between hypothesis testing and interval estimation for numerous situations. It may not be too unreasonable to claim that the range of nonparametric methods for which graphical procedures are available and being used almost defines the range of commonly-used nonparametric methods (except for some methods of analysing designed experiments such as randomized blocks layouts). Part of the reason for the scarcity of examples using nonparametric methods in multivariate analysis and multiple regression is the lack of computer packages necessary to cope with the formidable computations. Perhaps as methods develop which concern themselves more with the association structure of multivariate data, graphical procedures will follow: the few procedures now available provide encouragement for this hope. A specific area of need is that of directional statistics. A class of graphical procedures, analogous to probability plots and shift function plots for the comparison of two samples but of different kind, would be of great value. Other possibly fruitful areas are those of discriminant analysis (in which some nonparametric methodology is available) and time series modelling (in which such methodology exists only in embryo forms).
